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ABSTRACT 

For most autonomous land vehicle tasks, crcating thc tcrrain rcpresentation is the greatest part of the problem. For example, 
once a road following system represents the terrain presented to it as road and non-road it is relatively easy to plan a path through 
the terrain. However, off road navigation does not have the luxury of such a compact representation. An off-road planner needs 
a detailed map of the terrain, and needs an efficicnt way of qucrying that terrain map. 

We have implemented a system that satisfies these two constraints for off-road navigation. We first build a Cartesian ele- 
vation map from a series of laser range finder images. This map is a complete, but intractable, representation of the tenam. We 
use the map to build a hierarchical representation of the terrain that we call a “terrain pyramid.” Each cell at a level of the terrain 
pyramid holds the maximum and minimum elevation of the four cclls in thc !eve1 below i t  We also build pyramids for various 
feams in the Cartesian map such as terrain discontinuity and slope. Thc terrain pyramids are shipped to a planner module. We 
provide the planner module with calls to find the minimum and maximum values of a feature over any rectangle in the terrain. 
With these calls taking advantage of the hierarchical rcprcscnmion of the tcrrain. the planner can efficiently determine a safe 
path through the terrain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One difficult problem in the field of autonomous land vehicles is off-road navigation. The basic task for an off-mixi navi- 
gation system is to build a representation of the terrain in front of and under the vehicle, and to plan a path through the terrain. 
Before planning can even start, there ne& to bc an eflicicnt way of reprcsenting the ternin and getting information about it. 
In most other autonomous land vehicle tasks there are simplifying assumptions that can be made about the terrain, and most of 
the computational work is involved in gcncrating a compact rcprescntation of the terrain. 

For example, in a road following systcm, the modcl of the tcrrain is simple. There is road, and there is non-road. The tra- 
versable terrain, i.e., the road, can be modeled with simplc mahematical entities such as lines’ or arcs.’ Much processing must 
be done to generate this terrain representation, but once it is done, deciding whether a patch of terrain is traversable is simply 
the question, “Is the patch of terrain on h e  road?” The planning step can makc the assumption that everything on the road is 
traversable. 

Another example is indoor navigation? An indoor navigation systcm can makc the assumption that the floor is flat and nav- 
igable. Then it can represent the terrain as a set of discrcic objects. such as chairs, walls, and tables. When determining the nav- 
igability of an area, the system just has to dcterminc if there are any objccts in the area. 

A cross country system can make no such simplifying assumptions about the tenah it needs to traverse. Typical terrain can 
include such things as rocks that the vehicle can’t climb, ditchcs that will cause the vehicle to bottom out, and slopes that will 
tip the vehicle over. The system has to deal with arbitrarily shaped areas of admissible and inadmissible terrain. To determine 
if an area is admissible for the vehicle, the planning stcp has to ask questions like, “Will the vehicle tip over here?”, or “Is there 
a step here the vehicle cannot climb?”, or “Is thcrc an obstaclc hcrc that the vchicle cannot roll over?” Obviously, there needs 
to be a way to represent this unstructured tcrnin so that thc plmncr can find the answers to these questions efficiently. 

Only after we developed an efficient mcthod of rcprcscnting tcrrain could we implement a real-time generalized cross coun- 
try planner. The planner that we are dcvcloping scarchcs through a thrcc dimcnsional constraint space, where the three dimen- 
sions are the 2D position of the centcr of thc \.chick, ilnd thc orisnution of thc vchicle. The planner classifies areas in this three 
dimensional space as traversable, or nonuavcrsablc, and plans a path through i t  faking into account the turning radius of the 



vehicle.The planner represents the areas of admissibility and inadmissibility in an oct-tree! Using an inefficient terrain repre- 
sentation for such a planner would be disastrously slow. 

2. BUILDING A SINGLE ELEVATION MAP 

The %mor that we have available for cross-country navigation is an Erim imaging laser range scanner. The Erim scanning 
laser rangefinder is designed for applications in the Geld of outdoor autonomous navigation. Several versions of the scanner 
exist, we refer to the version that has been used at Martin Marietta5 and at CMu6 in the ALV and Navlab projects respectively. 
This version is the successor of the earlier ASV sensor used for legged locomotion? It is currentIy being used for research on 
navigation and terrain modeling on the Navlab.* 

The Scanner produces a range image of 255 pixels by 64 pixels with a depth resolution of 7cm for each pixel. A sample 
image is shown in Figure la  on the next page. The range imagcs that the scanner produces contain all of the information nec- 
essary to navigate through the terrain, but in a fonnat that is difGcult for a cross counuy planner to process. A much more natural 
representation of the terrain is as a Cartesian elcvation map9 In such a map the coordinates correspond to the x and y coordinates 
of the terrain, and the value at each point in the map corresponds to the height of the terrain. 

The conversion from a range image to an elevation map is straightforward. Each pixel in the range image records the dis- 
tance, p, from the sensor to a piece of tcrrdh. The row and column value of the pixel correspond to the vertical angle, I$, and to 
the horizontal angle, 8, that describe the orientation of the laser beam when it scanned that pixel. These parameters, (9,I$,p), give 
the spherical coordinates of a piece of terrain. The terrain is thcn recorded in the elevation map by transforming its position into 
Cartesian coordinates. 

Not all of the range image can be used. The Erim mcasurcs range data with an ambiguity interval of 20m. In typical out- 
door environments, the scanner may be looking at surfaces that are further than the first ambiguity interval. As a result, sharp 
edges appear in the range image at the junction between data collccted within the first and second ambiguity interval where the 
pixel values wrap around from 255 to 0. It is desirable to retain only the points (hat are measured in the first ambiguity interval, 
0 to 20m from the scanner, because measurements are unreliable past that point and because the artiEcial edges complicate the 
image processing. 

There is no satisfactory method of rcmoving distant points bascd on cdgcs bccause it is not possible to distinguish between 
occluding edges of objects and edgcs bctwccn regions in diffcrcnt ambiguily intcrvals. Instead, we chose an approach in which 
regions that are enclosed by sharp discontinuitics arc rcmovcd. This approach does not remove any real object because any ob- 
ject is smoothly connected to other objects, usually the ground. The only case in which this approach would remove an object 
is when an object floating far above the ground. Such an objcct would cause problems anyway, since there is no way to distin- 
guish between a floating objcct and a taIl objcct from the elevation map. F i y c  Ib shows a range image with the ambiguous 
section removed. 

The elevation map is quantized in a two dimensional array with a rcsolution of lOcm per element Figure IC shows the 
resulting elevation map. Note that elevation is indicatcd by increased inlcnsity. One can see that the mapping between the range 
image and the elevation map is not one to one. Close to the scnsor, scvcnl points from the range image can map to the same 
element in the elevation map, but farther away, the data from the range image is sparse, and there arc empty elements in the map. 

Overlapping points are not really a problem. We simply kccp track of the maximum and minimum value for each element 
of the elevation map. To deaI with the sparsencss problcm wc do a very simple interpolation to form a continuous map. First, a 
list of every empty cell is made. Then, each cell in thc list that has a ncighbor with aknown value gets the value of that neighbor. 
If an unknown cell has more than one known ncighbor, it arbitrarily picks one of possible values. The empty elements in the 
sparse section of the map are filled in aftcr two or thrcc niuations of this procedure. This method provides us with a rather crude, 
but extremely fast, mcthod of intcrpolatingmd it is suficicnt for our purposcs. Figure Id shows the result of the interpolation. 

The problem with this intcrpolation mcthod is that it indiscriminately fills in unknown space in the elevation map, even 
though there is some unknown spacc that rcally is unknown, such as bchind an obstade. In order to differentiate between the 
two types of unknown space, we must go back to the rangc iniagc. The intcrpolation process made a list of all cells in the map 
that were empty that it filled in with new valucs. Each clcmcnt in this list is projectcd back onto the range image. As a first step, 
any map element that projects onto a rangc imagc clcmcnt that is in thc arm that was rejected as beyond the ambiguity interval 



(a) Raw range image 

(b) Range image with ambiguity interval removed 

(c) Raw elevation map (d) Interpolated elevation map 

(c) Intcrpolatcd clcvaiion map with shadows removcd 

Figurc 1: Thc cvolution of m elevation map 



is reset to being unknown. If this is not the case, the projccted range value of the map element is compared to the range value 
of its corresponding range image element If the two rangcs arc not roughly equal, then the program infers that the map element 
was generated by the interpolation process expanding into arange shadow, and not by the interpolation between adjacent points. 
Therefore the map element is tagged as unknown. Figurc l e  shows the elevation map with the shadows removed. 

3. FUSING ELEVATION MAPS 

A single range image gives information about the terrain starting roughly 6m in front of the vehicle's center. A cross country 
planner needs this information to plan ahead, but it also necds to know about the wrain on which it is. It does no good to avoid 
a rock that is 10m ahead, and hit the one that is bcsidc the vchiclc. Thus, data from several range maps needs to be fused together 
to form one large elevation map that contains all the information needed for pIanning a path. 

If the range images are tagged with accuratc information about the vehicle position and orientation, it should be possible 
to fuse successive elevation maps using just this information, and knowledge of the sensor and vehicle geometry. We found this 
method to be inadequate. Our Inertial Navigation Systcm rcports the yaw, pitch, and roll very accurately, Le.. to within a thou- 
sandth of a degree, and the reported x and y valucs arc also accurate, only drifting one meter over a kilometer run, but the z 
value of the position is unacceptably inaccurate." Figurc 2 shows the result of using this method to fuse elevation maps. The 
inaccuracy of the z value causes a spurious step to appcar in the elevation map. A cross country planner would believe that the 
step in the elevation map was really in the terrain, and thc planning would fail, since the jump occurs over the whole border 
between the elevation maps. 

The solution is simply to trust the rcported orientation and x and y position information, since they are sufficiently accurate, 
and then to determine from the elevation maps themselvcs the proper offset in z. We calculate the offset by comparing the av- 
erage elevation values over a patch of krrain from each of the elevation maps that colrespond to the same patch of terrain in 
the real world. A similar method was used in the cross country work done by Hughes." Since we want to minimize the differ- 
ence between elevation maps at the junctions of the maps. wc use the arca around these junctions as the comparison patch. This 
area has the added advantage of using the information gathcrcd from the region of the elevation map that was the closest to the 
sensor. and which therefore was the denscst bcforc interpolation and which is the most reliable. 

We do not use every pixel in the patch in calculating the z offset R d  that each pixel in the elevation map has a maximum 
and a minimum value. If thc maximum and the minimum ate not almost equal in value, then there is an obstacle there. Such a 
point should not be used in calculating the z offsct. If it is used, the slight inaccuracies in the x and y values could have an impct 
on the accuracy of the resulting offset. For cxample, if in elevation map A the obstacle was in the comparison window, and in 

Figurc 2: An clevation map Cuscd. trusting the reported z value 



Figurc 3: An elcvation map fused by calculating the z offset 

map B it was not. then the calcuhtcd z offset from map A to map B would be larger than the real value. We have also found 
such points to be somewhat noisy, and thcrcforc even worse candidates for inclusion in the z offset calculation. Figure 3 shows 
the result of using this method to fusc elcvation maps. 

4. "E TERRAIN PYRAMTD 

The resulting fused clevation map contains all the information that a cross country planner needs to traverse a stretch of 
terrain. If the planner was just searching along a fixed sct of paths in the terrain, as in the Hughes cross country system, then 
examining the elevation map would be sufficient." but what of a generalized cross country planner that is examining large 
chunks of terrain, classifying it as admissiblc and non-admissible, and looking for an admissible path through the tenain? Such 
a planner would try to classify large arcas of thc tcrrain as admissible or inadmissible, in order to have the widest choice of paths 
through the terrain. For example, in thc cross counuy planner we are developing, the first stcp in planning would be to examine 
a 6.4m by 6.4m area of terrain in front of the vehicle ccntcr to find the b u m  and minimum elevation. With a map resolution 
of lOcm, such an operation would havc to cxaminc 4196 clcmcnts in the map. If the difference between the maximum and min- 
imum is less than the height of the undercmiagc of the vehicle. then the entire area satisfies this constraint, and the planner can 
continue planning. Normal tcrrain is much lcss hospitable, and the elevation over such a large area will probably vary more than 
the allowed amount. In this case, planncr would subdividc thc area into four equal pieces, and would find the maximum and 
minimum elevation in the two areas closcst to the vehicle, examining 1024 elements for each quadrant. The planner would con- 
tinue this process until it found an arca of tcmin that satisficd the u n d m i a g e  consmint Clearly, leaving the map in its orig- 
inal state makes the planning prohibitivcly expcnsivc and causes much duplication of effort. 

We attempted to model the terrain to makc qucrying more efficicnt We uscd polygons to model each patch of terrain that 
has roughly the same slopc. These polygons werc hooked togcthcr to form a polygonal mesh. The planner would just have to 
check the polygons, not thc map clements thcmsclvcs, to find out about terrain elevations, so we believed that apolygonal mesh 
would be more computationally efficient. The simplc cast where the elcvation map is relatively flat, can be modeled by a po- 
lygonal mesh consisting just a few polygons. For this case, a polygonal mesh is a much more efficient representation of the 
terrain than an elevation map. Thc polygonal mcsh also has thc advantage of filtcring out noise. since when building the mesh, 
if only the patches of terrain that had thc cxact samc slopc arc allowed to form polygons, then even if the terrain is perfectly flat 
in the real world, the resulting polygonal nicsh will bc liagmcnted by thc noise in the data. Therefore some variation in slope 
must be allowed to achieve a rasonablc rcsult, and his has thc sidc effect of filtering out sensor noise. 

Unfortunately. we found that rcal uorlcl terrain dcfcatcd thc polygonal mesh. On red images of relatively complex terrain, 



Figure 4: Levels of the terrain pyramid for the minimum elevation (top) and the maximum (bottom) 

so many polygons were generated that the computational ovcrhcad oCdoing all of the necessary polygon intersections and min- 
imum/maximum examinations when getting information about the tcrrain was greater than the computation used with just the 
raw elevation map to obtain the same information. We also found that building the mesh was very computationally expensive 
for complex terrain. 2 

From this experience, we believe that any model of thc terrain complex enough to permit an accurate judgement of t raves 
ability in an outdoor environment would have ux) high a computational overhead to be efficient. Even the noise filtering aspects 
of such models are not enough to rcdcem them, since we might achieve a similar effect by filtering either the range images or 
the elevation maps, or perhaps by a more sophisticated interpolation process. 

We found no way around using the elevation map itself for inspecting the terrain, so we looked for a way to use the elevation 
map more efficiently. One approach could be to build an elevation map with a much lower resolution than lOcm, thus reducing 
the number of operations needed to find the maximum and minimum over large areas. Unfortunately, the more “efficient” you 
make this, the less useful it becomes. As the map elements grow largcr, the details of the terrain that a planner can pick out 
become smaller. For example, if there is a pole with a radius of 3cm and a height of 5m in a map element that is l m  on a side, 
then there is a lot of area in this map clemcnt that might bc traversable that is rejected as unuaversable because of the pole. To 
extrapolate this approach ad absurdum, thc most “ekient” representation is one map element with the maximum and minimum 
over the whole patch of terrain. Obviously, the planncr could only use this representation if the whole patch of terrain was ad- 
missible. 

We decided to combine the advantagcs of the low resolution elevation maps with the advantages of the high resolution maps 
by creating a hierarchical structure hat  contains maps with many resolutions. We call this structure a terrain pyramid, since i t  
can be thought of as a pyramid whose base is the highcst rcsolution clevation map, and whose top is the map just containing the 
maximum and minimum elevation valucs ovcr thc whole ~uca of terrain. Finding the maximum and minimum elevation over an 
area using this smcture is very similar to building a quad-trw rcprescntation of the The elevation of large parts of the 
area can be checked with a low resolution map, whilc thc bortlcr of the m a  can be checked with higher resolution maps. Thus, 
since the planner usually does a lot of qucrying for elcvations ovcr diffcrent areas. the efficiency of the access pays for the initial 
overhead of building the terrain pyramid. Figurc 4 shows various lcvcls of a tcnain pyramid. 
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Building the terrain pyramid is quite easy. The bottom laycr is simply the elevation map that we built before, with a rem- 
lution of 1Ocm. Consider each group of four elements in this map, elem212i. ~lem2i+~2i. elemz2i+l. and e l e m ~ + l ~ i + l .  Then 
elemji in the next level of the terrain pyramid contains the maximum and minimum elevation value over the p u p  of four ele- 
ments. This step is repeated for each level in the terrain pyramid, until the top is reached. The top level should hold the maximum 
and minimum over the whole area. The number of comparisons required to build the maximum and the minimum features is 
just the total number of elements in the map. This follows from the fact that to build the first level of the map requires 3 com- 
parisons for each p u p  of four in a n by n map, i.e., 3 x(nxn)/4 comparisons. The next level requires 3 x nxn)/l6 comparisons, 
and the one after that 3 x(nxn)/64. The total number of comparisons is 3 n5<(1/4 + 1/16 + 1/64 ...) = 3n 13 = n2. 1 

5. INCORPORATING OTHER FEATURES 

While the terrain pyramid is very efficient for finding bounds on the terrain elevation over an area, there are some features 
that OUT planner needs that would be very inefficient to extract from the terrain pyramid as it is. For example, another constraint 
besides the undercarriage height of the vehicle is the maximum step that the vehicle’s wheels can climb over. In order to tell if 
a wheel position satisfies this constraint, the planner would query the pyramid. If there is difference in the maximum and min- 
imum elevation of the area that the planner queries that exceeds the maximum step size, then there are two possibilities for the 
structure of the terrain. First. there could be a gradual change in elevation over the area, in which case the area is navigable. 
Second, there could be a sudden jump in a small area, in which case the area is innavigable. Just from querying the maximum 
and minimum elevation over the m a ,  there is no way to tell the difference between the two possibilities. The planner has to 
examine the highest resolution elevation map pixel by pixel to look for jumps in elevation between adjacent elements. 

In order to alleviate this problem we incorporated a measure of terrain discontinuity into the terrain pyramid. The terrain 
discontinuity feature for a target element in the map is defincd as the diffcrence in elevations between the element with the max- 
imum elevation value and the element with the minimum clcvation value in a 3 by 3 window centered on the target element. If 
there are any unknown values in the window, thcn the termin discontinuity is considered unknown as well. We calculated the 
terrain discontinuity for each element in the elevation map to form the bottom level of the terrain discontinuity feature. We prop- 
agated maximum discontinuities up the terrain pyramid in the same way 3s elevations. So, if the planner finds that the maximum 
value of the terrain discontinuity feature over an area of terrain is less then the maximum step sue then even if the difference 
between the maximum and minimum elcvauon for that patch is greater than the step size, the planner knows that the area is 
admissible for the wheel to run over. If the maximum value of the terrain discontinuity feature for an area is larger than the 
maximum step sue this does not mean the vehicle has to climb that step. It might be that instead of having a step up, there is a 
step down. There is no easy way to tell the diffcrcnce just from thc terrain discontinuity. So what does the terrain discontinuity 
feature gain you? It can definitely tell if an area is admissiblc more efficiently than the elevation values by themselves. If the 
terrain discontinuity value is too large in an area, then thc planner can use the heuristic of searching other areas first to find a 
smoother one to go through. Only in the case where there are no areas are smooth enough would the planner do a more laborious 
search through the ambiguous terrain.. 

Another constraint that a planner must obey when planning a path is the vehicle tipping constraint. Even if there are no 
obstacles that would jam into the undercarriage and no steps that the vehicle can’t climb, if the slope the vehicle is on is too 
steep then the vehicle will fall over. As with the stcp constraint, we dccidcd to incorporate another feature into the terrain pyr- 
amid to assist in discrimination betwecn terrain that was too stccp and terrain that was passable. The obvious feature to use 
would be the slope of the terrain at every point. A true measurc of this could be calculated by fitting planes to small windows 
of the terrain, and using the resulting slope. Wc implementcd this, and found that the expense of calculating this feature was not 
justified by the savings in planning time. 

We did not give up on finding a faturc to fit thc nccds of h e  planner. What the planner needs to know is how the terrain 
changes over large areas. It does not necessarily have to know Ihc uue maximum slope in order to discriminate between terrain 
that might be too steep and terrain that is uavcrsable. We use instead what we call the gradient feature. The gradient feature is 
produced by running the same operator that produced the terrain discontinuity map, but running it on a lower resolution level 
of the terrain pyramid. Typically, we use the map that is 2 lcvcls above the base elevation map. That means that each pixel that 
the operator works on represents 16 map clcmcnu, or an square 1.6m on a side. Generating this feature only takes 1/16th of the 
time to calculate and propagate up thc pyramid as docs thc tcrrain discontinuity feature, and it suffices to give the planner an 
indication of the steepness of the terrain. 



The above illustrates the philosophy we had in representing the terrain. If preprocessing the terrain by building the terrain 
pyramid and adding extra features helps the planning process, thcn we do it, unless the cost of adding the feature is greater than 
the benefit We do not add any other features just in casc they will be useful, but rather we add features to the pyramid that are 
designed specilically to help with the checking of specific constraints. 

6. ACCESSING THE PYRAMID 

The module that acquires range images and builds the terrain pyramid runs on a different machine than the module that 
does planning. The pyramid builder packages the pyramid and sends it to the planner module. The only compression that is done 
is that each sequence of unknown elements 5eater than lcngth 2 is sent as a single unknown value followed by the number of 
unknown elements in the sequence. This is done because thc numbcr of elements in the base level of the terrain pyramid must 
be a power of four. This is obvious fkom the algorithm, which reduces the number of elements by a factor of four for each level. 
Unfonunately, the dimensions of a real elevation map gcncratcd from the range images hardly ever meets the dimension re- 
quirements, and has to be padded out with unknown values. This mcthod of storage sacrifices memory to lower the bookkeeping 
costs, but memory is easy to add, while speed is precious in a real-time application such as cmss-country planning. We did not 
want to waste bandwidth with useless data though, so we do this simple compression. 

The receiving module unpacks the pyramid, and storcs it. The receiving module can query the map for information over an 
area. Our hierarchical terrain representation is wcll equipped to handle arcas of any shape, since all that would be required would 
be to build a quad-tree representation of the shape, and thcn to scarch the cells for the minimum and maximum of the relevant 
features. We decided that this arbiuariliy shaped area capability was not needed, and limited the shape of the area to be rectan- 
gular. The algorithm for extracting the maximum and minimum of a feature is simple. The planner requests the range of a feature 
over the bounding box with lower left comer, (xmh,ymh), and uppcr right comer (bax,ym&. First, the smallest bounding box 
with the dimensions of a pyramid element is found. For example, if the planner requests the minimum and maximum elevation 
from map with aresolution of lOcm and an origin of (10.0.10.0) over the area bounded by (15.0,15.0) and (16.0.16.0). then the 
smallest bounding would be a box 1.6m on a side with lower lcft comer at (14.8.14.8). 1.6m is the resolution of an element four 
levels up from the base of the pyramid. Thcn, if thc pyramid bounding box and the requested bounding box are the same, we 
are done. If they are not, the pyramid bounding box is split into quadrants. Each quadrant is checked to see if it is completely 
inside the requested bounding box. I€ it is, the maximum and minimum of the requested feature h m  the quadrant is added to 
a list If aquadrant is not completely in the requested bounding box, then it too is split into quadrants, and the process is repeated 
until the minimum resolution is reachcd. When the rqucstcd bounding box has been completely partitioned, the list of feature 
values that has been maintained is searched for thc maximum and minimum value. Figure 5 shows how the requested bounding 
box in our example is split up. Note that for this examplc. only 13 nodcs had to be accessed; if the terrain was not represented 
as a pyramid, then 100 elements would have been examined. 

I (15.0,16.0) (16.0~6.0) 

( 14.8,13 .S) (16.4.14.8) 
Figurc 5: Thc partitioning of a bounding box 
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7. PERFORMANCE 

The terrain pyramid builder ran on a Sun SparcStation with 32M of memory. The total time to collect a range image, convert 
it to an elevation map, fuse it with the previous elevation maps, and ship it to the planner was 2.4s. This includes 0.5s to aquire 
the range image, 1.1s to convert the range image to a elevation map, 0.1s to create the terrain discontinuity feature, 0.4s to build 
the terrain pyramid, and 0.3s to ship the terrain pyramid to the planner. The planner runs on a separate, identical, SparcStation, 
and the two modules are connected via an EtherNet. 

Considering that the cross-country planner that we are building is expected to take 2 to 10 seconds per planning cycle, the 
2.4s cycle time of the ten-ain pyramid builder is more than adequate. Figure 6 shows one slice of the constraint space generated 
by running our cross-country planner on the elevation maps we have been using as examples. The crossed ateas represent in- 
admissible areas of temin, i.e.. areas on which it is illegal to place the centex of the vehicle. As the figure shows, the planner 
generated a path through the terrain. In the process of planning this path, the plannex made 1493 queries of the terrain. If we 
were using the raw elevation map we would have had to examine 530,610 map elements to generate this path. Using the terrain 
pyramid, we only had to look at 78327 pyramid nodes. This is close to a 7 to 1 savings. Considering how little of the time spent 
building the terrain representation was spent building the terrain pyramid, this is a large overall saving of processing time. 

Figure 6 Planning results 

8. CONCLUSION 

Our goal was to provide our cross counlry planner with a method of getting infarmation about the terrain around it effi- 
ciently. Without some intermediate data processing, the planner would have to search individual elements of the elevation map 
to obtain the information it needs. Since the planncr examines many overlapping areas, using this method causes much dupli- 
cation of effort. 

There is no apparent compact and elegant method to model the terrain that a cross country system needs to traverse. For 
one thing, unlike in road following, there are no regions that ;vc guaranteed to be traversable. Unlike indoor navigation, the 
crosscountry system has to deal with arbiuarily shaped regions of untraversable tenain, not just discrete objects. On top of that. 
due to the complexity and randomness of natural terrain, any attempt to make the problem simpler by fitting mathematical mod- 
els to the terrain ends up with a representation that is just as intractable as an elevation map. 

Instead of looking for a more compact represcntauon. we achieved our goal by implementing a system that represented the 



terrain hierarchically, in a pyramid of elevation maps of descending resolution. Geuing information about a patch of terrain us- 
ing the terrain pyramid is more efficient than using the raw elcvation map in the same way that representing an object with a 
quad-tree is more efficient that representing it with pixcls. For a sinal1 initial cost, the amount of duplicated computational effort 
needed by the cross country planner is vastly reduced. 

By considering what the planner needed to know about the terrain, we were able to reduce the computations by adding extra 
features to the terrain pyramid, such as terrain discontinuity and terrain gradient. We only added such features if the initial over- 
head of calculating the feature was less then the computational benefit to the planner. 

This illustrates our approach to the problem of terrain rcpresentation for cross country planning. We examined the task that 
the data is being used for, and we preprocessed the data whcn the preprocessing was relatively cheap and reduced the duplication 
of effort for the planner. We see this task oricnted approach as a good paradigm for trrsks in which the data is dense, intractable, 
and very difficult to model efficiently. 
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